PROGRESS   OR RETROGRESSION?
organization of the services. The Civil Service Law of 1931,*
although it attempted to provide detailed regulations for the
Civil Service, has not produced adequate and satisfactory
results, not even being generally applied before October, 1932.
Its comparative lack of success has been due in part to the con-
stant reorganization of departments and in part to the tendency,
restrained as far as possible while the British officials were in
authority, to provide posts, either by turning out former
occupants or by creating new positions, for applicants whose
qualifications were too often those of relationship or personal
influence rather than those of ability and capacity.
The result has been a general feeling of insecurity among
practically all appointed officials, even those who might be
expected to occupy permanent posts, a feeling not appreciably
altered by the manner in which the State Official Discipline
Law of 1929* has been applied. The sense of insecurity,
accentuated by dismissals on a large order which have fre-
quently followed Ministerial changes or which have been made
in the name of economy as in 1931 or in February 1936, when
over 300 officials, many of them highly placed, were dismissed3
has no doubt contributed to the aversion, amounting in in-
dividual cases to fear, which most officials have evinced towards
the assumption of responsibility and initiative. All executive
authority within departments of State tend to be centralized in
the offices of the Ministers. This has been due partially to the
system of dual control and responsibility between British and
'Iraqi officials and partially to practices inherited from the
Ottoman regime. Every official, as a result, has looked to the
official above him to assume the initiative and the responsibility
for every action which he has performed, fearing to launch any
new idea or plan or to risk any departure from routine for fear
of censure and dismissal.
1 Compilation, 1931, p. 191: Civil Service Law No. 103 of 1931.
8 State Officials Discipline Law No. 41 of 1929 in Compilation, 1929, P- 24.
3 Great Britain and the East, March 5th, 26th, 1936.
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